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I think wc are all here because we are concerned that the global issues of sustainability are 
p w b r y ,  p h i l w p h y .  and 
anlhrOpOlogy at the U N ~ ~ Y  

not beiig addrejsed at the mon fundamental level. We're gathered together to look for 
or caliromi. rn ininc. His re- some of the deeper 1eveI.s that are. if not fundamental, at least causative. What we are 
a h  intnenr include Asian calling slobal problems are reall!. global s)mptoms. They are expressions, projections. 
p r y c h o w  md philorophicr. 
Hc is the wlhor of v r d  

either of individual or  o f  collective nares of mind. Our technology at this time is so 
-r md hM, including powerful that we have managed to shape the world into a greater image of ourselves, writ large 
Qqiw A h :  7hr Pvhalogv upon the earth. That image is clearly di ioned,  painful, distressed, as are our individual and 
of Human Sunid 0984). collective minds and .cocieties. 

I would like to outline a p s ~ h o l o f i - o f  suminability as I see it. I would also like to outline a 
general strategy for contribution and fially to suggest a project for our group. 

A psycholog of  human sunival is going to involve five components: examining the narure 
o f  the problems we're facing; examining the causes; identifying principles for effective re- 
sponxs; e u m h h g  the effects that the problems are ha\ing on us; and finally, coming down to 
the bottom line. identifying what we can do. 

Human kings are incredibly complex crearura. There are. uithin psychology. many com- 
pering schools, all with their oun  v i e w 3  of human narure. 1 would like to suggest that an effec- 
tive response *ill be inclusive and =ill uw a \ariety of different schools. Let me pick out a few 
of these. I uiU offer them as c.xamples of the w a s  one can view our crisii and come to under- 
standings, principles of response, and implicarions for us as individuals. 

Let us am by looking at the role of beliefs in the creation and possible alleviation of our 
problems. Let me stan with the opening Lines from the teachingr of the tint cognitive psychol- 
ogist of note, two and a half thousand years ago, the Buddha. 

We arc ui~ac we think. AU that we are arises uith our rhoughrs. With our thoughts, we make our 
world. 

It is useful to look a~ o w  beliefs about ourulves. o w  beliefs about our relationships to other 
people, and the beliefs that we h a w  about the nature of our world. In terms of beliefs about 
oursetves. we can look at disempoarring beliefs about who we are, such as "There's nothing I 
can do." "lt's not my responsibility." And then there are more fundamental beliefs, not about 
who we arc but about what we arc. What is our fundamental nature as human beings and 
m u r c s  in society? 

There arc a m u p k  of key beliefs about our relationship to other people. Frst, there's the be- 
lief that sets up duality o f  any kind between us and them, that sees others as less than we. In 
subtle ways, we see that pe rma ing  our entire society. We see it in issues of gender. race, and 
class. The ' h e m e  form of this belief is evidenced in the process of demeaning by what is called 
"pscudospaciarion." viewing groups of  peopk as virrually another species. 

Then therc is the belief Lhat blames others for their own suffering, the assumption that many 
of us make as a way of reducing our  o m  pain at seeing the suffering of others; that thii is a 
fair world. and if thesc people are suffering, it is becauw they're lazy, not willing to work; it is 
because of thcir o m  defciencia. In the W a r ,  it is called the "fair world syndrome;" in the 
Ean, it taka the form of superficial beliefs in the doctrine of karma. 

Then there arc views of  relationship as a zuc-sum m e :  there is only so much t o  go around. 
When I win, you lose; that's the way it is. so how do  I get mine? The most extreme form of this 
is the Manichean world view, which uer the world as a aagc on which the forces of light and 
dark forever baltk, and we. by a strange coincidence. alwafi happen to be on the side of the 
light. 

Beliefs about the u.orld. such as "There's not enough food to go around." and "lt's hope- 
less." are also incredibly important. I am sure a lot o f  us have wrestled with those beliefs. 

If you push the quesion of beliefs far enough, you end up in philosophy. For example. the 
deep ecologias point to the sources o f  our problems of  sustainabiity in the anthropocentrism: 
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that we as human beings think we are privi- appreciate just how much we learn from see- 
leged with this almost divine status. As Gene- ing what others do. We learn particularly 
sis says. we have had dominion over the k h e s  from people who have high status whom we 
of the sea and the birds of the air and every see being reinforced and rewarded. The c l a ~  
living thing that moves upon the earth. Of sic example of dysfunctional modeling in our 
course, there have been very critical assess- society is the media. Our media heroes arc 
ments of Christianity by people like Lynn cultural and ecological disasters. 
White and Arnold Toynbcc. There are other Other cultures' psychologies have a grca~ 
key beliefs here. Charlene Spretnak has deal to offer us. lt is clear that we have under- 
pointed to the complementary belief in ando- estiminated the wisdom contained in some of 
centrism, masculine superiority. One can the non-Watern psychological, spiritual. 
work down to very deep beliefs. We may have philosophical, and religious traditions. As far 
to work through masive education to counter as 1 can see, they are gold mines of wisdom 
t h e  and t o  create the paradigm shift that about the origins and possible wmct ions  of 
Dana Meadows emphasized was so at nonsustainable contemporary systems; for in- 
this point. stance, clanical Buddhism. Buddhisn would 

We can take other schools within psychol- say that all our problem can be seen as the 
ogy, such as the psychodynamic school, which expression of three so-called root causes: ad- 
emphasizes the conflicting f o r m  within us. diction, aversion, and delusion. 
Here the role of fear and anxiety is crucial. Addiction is the root of grccd. Our culture 
Our world is, in large part. an expression of runs largely on greed, in part becaw we only 
fear: fear of loss of our bconomic situation. recognize a limited specmun of motives. Our 
fear of violence. Of  course, the problem with culture is not aware of the crucial importance 
fear-based motivation is that whatever you of lugher motives, of motives toward social 
are unwilling to experience runs your life. It's contribution, and wlf-actualization, and self- 
a self-perpetuating. self-fueling mechanism, transcendence. Our Lives are lived in a frantic 
the arms race being the classic example. We pursuit of fulfihent.  but a f u l r h n t  
create these incredibly destructive weapons to through substitute gratifications, the material 
guard ourselves against our fears and, o f  things that our culture emphasiza. The only 
course. escalate our fears in the process. trouble with subaitute gratifications is that 

Another key element is the role of defense you can never get enough of what you d o  not 
mechanisms, which Daniel Coleman so elo- really need. So we see the sensational. ever-in- 
quently outlined in his book. Viral Lies, Sim- creasing consumerism. We also see what 
ple Truths. ' Defense mechanisms are strate- Abraham Maslow pointed to as the meta-pa- 
gies for handling anxiety in which we distort thologies. Meta-pathologies are the patholo- 
or reduce our awarenw. Clearly. this lies at gies that ariv when the higher-order needs arc 
the base of denid. the unwillingess to ac- not wisfied. They are silent. and they are 
knowledge our problems or to face them; usually not recognized for their true nature 
projection, in which we place the blame on and origins in our culture. So they result in 
others instead of looking within; and intellec- things like existential crises, social malaise. 
tualiwtion, in which we just talk about these anomie, etcetera. Gandhi said it very nicely: 
things in abstract ways. There is a wonderful the world has enough for everyone's need, 
quote of Confucius: " I f  names be not cor- but not enough for everyone's greed. 
rect. then language is not in accordance ~ i t h  The mirror image of addiction is aversion. 
the truth of things. If language be not in ac- Addiction says; "I must have this in order to 
cordance with the truth of  things, affairs can- be happy." Aversion says. "I must not have 
not be carried on to success." this experience in order to be happy." Both 

Another important framework is that of are compulsions which drive us and shape oui 
behavior modification and reinforcers. Our lives. The Buddhists say that aversion is the 
electoral and economic systems reinforce basis o f  anger. aygression, conflict, and w, 
choices that yield immediate gratification. forth. 
even at the cost of long-tern disaner. How do Now the net e f fm of all t h a t  things that I 
\\c shift rc in f~r~crs?  \j'e can avoid thc q u n -  hnvc bccn iiiscl~ssing-the fear. the defenses. 
tion of  people being evil, or malevolent, or the faulty beliefs. the addiction, the aver- 
lazy if we appreciate thar they do  what they sions-is a distortion of awareness, of conxi- 
are reinforced for. ousness. How can we expect to know our- 

Related to this framework is the crucial role selves and the world clearly if we are seeing 
of modeling. In psychology. we are coming to through this incredible filter? The Asian psy- 
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There are so-called trans-conventional. I think it is becoming clear that what trans-rational, levels O, dcvel- 

we have taken to be normaldy is opment available to us all. But our culture 
only brings us up to a certain level. There is a 

reallv a truncated form of develor, process called "coercion 10 the biosocial 
mean," which means that society tends to med. Our true potential lies beyond people toward the norm. AS 

what we have taken to be the norm know. being a sage has been a very hazard- 
ous occuoation throuahout histow. with a - . . 
great risk of ending up on a funeral pyre, or 
a crucifm, or drinking hemlock. Societies do 
not tolerate transformational development 

chologies say that we cannot, and we d o  not, very wcU because it c&ls into question the as- 
and that in point of fact we live in dinoned il- sumptions of the reigning paradigm. 
lusion, in which we d o  not recognize the illu- We can see how to approach our problems 
sion because defenses arc self-masking. In of sustainability through many of  these knsa. 
fact, they would say that we are asleep, that My hypothesis is that long-term, really cura- 
we are lost in our collective dreaming, illu- tive anion will require this level o f  under- 
sion, rncryo. This has been called a shared standing, addressing this level of the issues. as 
hypnosis, a virtual reality, a consensus trans- weU as dealing uith the symptoms. This leads 
fer, a coueaive psychosis. into the quation of the principles underlying 

The net result is: we suffer from a case of  the types of responses. For each cause we can 
mistaken identity. We are not who and what identify, we can come up with a principle of 
we think we are. The fundamental message of response. Let me suggest a few. 
the Asian psychologies, o f  the great religions, Flrst, we obviously need inclusive responses. 
of the perennial wisdom, is: you are not who Skillful acrions will work on both symptom 
you think you are; you are not an alienated and c a w ,  inner and outer. us and them, and 
individual, cut off from the universe. Our can be both theoraical and prac(ica1. As 
true nature is one of unity. interconnection, Aldous Hudey says in his book, Island: 
interdependence. in fact, identity with all that 
is. Scparafion is an illusion. l n m u c h  as we Where do you stan? 
live in this dream, the central message of the We start evenwhere ar once. 
Asian traditions, and of the great religions. is 
"Wake up!" Next, we need skillful beliefs. It is going to 

The Asian traditions also offer a remedy. be crucial for us to remember that beliefs o p  
That remedy is a training of the mind to culti- erate as self-fulfdling prophecies and that it 
vate clearer states of mind. may be really crucial for us to choose our be- 

One of the greatest shocks in my life was liefs very, very skillfully. For example, I think 
the moment that I realized that, contrary to it is going to be cssenlid for us to choose to 
my lifelong beliefs, the world's religions were believe, as a kind of existential act of faith 
not the opiate of  the masses, but. at their -in the face of the fact that fundamentally 
wre. they were road maps for training the we do not know if these problems are solvable 
mind to induce transcendent states of con- -that we can handle these probkrns, that hu- 
sciousnes. That shifted my entire world view manity can survive, that we can set up a sus- 
very, very dramatically. It let me look at the tainable culture. Secondly, in beliefs about 
yoga and practices of contemplation and for- ourselves, it is crucial for us to believe, and to 
givenes as mind-training disciplines. One of educate others to believe, that each of us can 
the central tasks that 1 think rhat we face is t o  make a strategic contribution. One of my fa- 
re-interpret those disciplines so as to legiti- vorite quotes is the one by Henry Ford, that 
mize them, make them scnsible to our culture, great American psychologist: "Those who be- 
and show pcople that these arc a way of ma- lieve they can do something and those who 
turing beyond our conventional Limitations. believe they can't are both right." 

This issue of maturing is a matter for de- As Dan Goleman and many others have 
velopmental psychology. 1 think it is be- said, education is crucial: education about 
coming clear that what we have taken to be ourselves and others, inner and outer. As H. 
normality is really a truncated form o f  devel- G. Wells puts it. "Human history increasing- 
opment. Our true potential Lies considerably ly becomes a race between education and ca- 
beyond what we have taken to be our norm. tastrophe." 
., 
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The hypothesis I want to suggest is this. In the missing link between the apes and civilired 
the long run, I think it nught be more effec- humans: it's us! Inasmuch as we arc suffering 
live to appeal to people's positive moliva- from a care of collective immaturity, the glo- 
tions. rather than to browbeat and threaten bal threat might act as a catalyst for accelera- 
them. As such. I think effective, skillful ac- tion of the collective maturity. This is what it 
lions will acknowledge the reality and urgency is going to take. I don't think we are going t o  
of our situation and. at the same time, try not develop a sustainable society shon of some 
to raise people's defensiveness. So we want to pretty radical individuaVcoUarive psycholog- 
d o   thin^ Like avoidmg threat. condemnation, ical changes. 
and attack. We want to be strictly ethical in There is an exquisite paradox here, if you 
our actions so that pcople can t ~ s t  us as look at the big picture. Given the fact that it 
much as possible. Skillful respom will search takes a superordinate threat for people to co- 
for areas of commonality and shared pur- operate, we just happen to have wt up this 
pose, acknowledging the shared superordi- global thrca affecting all of  us. In other 
nate threat-that we are aU in this together- words, we may have set up just the situation 
and effective solutions will require acknowl- we need. one that requires us to acknowledge 
edging our interdependence. our interconnectedness and interdependence. 

FmUy, to come back to the Asian perspec- and catalyzes an accelerated rate of matura- 
tive. I think the deepcs responses will require tion. Whether we can do it, we don't know. 
the acknowledgment lhaf, fundamcntaEy. our. But it may be nsessary. 
problem is one of a shared collective mindset, Thic all c o m a  back to the fundamental 
a worldview, and that any treatment is going qucstion that faces each of us: What can I do? 
to have t o  address this as well as any symp How can 1 do  it most effectively? What is the 
toms. These are just a few principles that 1 most strategic contribution that 1 can make? 
think evolve from the examination of  the psy- How can we help others to find their strategic 
chological causes. contributions. and t o  be motivated to make 

Moving to the question. What are the ef- them? I frankly have found these quesions to 
fects of the problem on us? is a topic in and of be the most difficult of all. 1 have spent a long 
itself. Clearly, the issues of wtainabiity time sitting, not knowing, and thinking that 
touch every aspect of our lives. There is no there was something mong with me for not 
nay that we are going to continue living as we knowing. before I u n d e m d  that not-know- 
have. This is going to be a great threat to indi- ing was part of the answer. These are the most 
\iduals and to their societies. It is going to be incredibly complex questions humankind has 
a time of great stress. T i e s  of SeaI  stress are ever faced. Yet somehow we have the idea 
traditionally times of high gain and high risk. that we should be able to come up with the 
I think that our society can go either way. It is answers just like that. It's painful for us not 
possible that we mill ger locked into a vicious to know. We have an intolerance of ambig- 
cycle of fear and defensiveness; or apathy and uity. So we defend ourselves agaim this not- 
despair; or  anger and aggression. knowing by shutting the concerns out o f  our 

One of the fundamental questions we face awareness or, alternatively, acting with a kind 
is: how can we leverage this crisis lo move in a of pseudo-certainty. Clearly, many of our 
more positive direction? I think there are op- global problems are caused by people who 
portunities here. The very fact of this grave think that they know. 
threat to our well-being. to our s u ~ v a l .  may Several of the world's spiritual traditions 
be a catalyst for encouraging us as individuals emphasize the importance of acknowledging 
and collectives to look more deeply at our our fundamental ignorance. The lions that 
lives. We may confront some of  the funda- guard the Eastern temples are sometimes said 
mental existential questions that we usually to represent confusion and paradox. and the 
spend our lives avoiding. T o  the extent that person who would have true wisdom must be 
we can look, for example, at the omnipres- wilting to pass through both. In Zen, they 
ence of  death. the ver). real possibility of the speak of "don't know mind." There's a won- 
loss of cultural survival. a;? mny be able-xs derful step' a b o ~ ~ t  a rahhi who li\.ed in Russia 
so many traditions such a.s existentialism and around the turn of the century. One morning. 
Buddhism suggest-to use death as an ad- as he was crossing the village square to go into 
visor; to use death as the most potent catalyst the tabernacle ro pray. he ran inro the village 
to really look deeply at ourselves and our Cossack, who was in a lousy mood. The Cos- 
u,orld. sack said. 'Hi. Rabbi. Where arc you going?" 

As one wag put it.  we've finally discovered The rabbi said. "Don't know." The Cossack 
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said. "Every morning for twenty years you've wisdom so deeply into their own experience 
crossed this square to so into the tabernacle that they can speak directly out of their ex- 
to pray, and you're telling me you don't know perience to other people and translate into 
where you'rc going?" And he grabbed the other people's languages. They are able to 
rabbi by the collar and hauled him off to the translate from one tradi~ion into another, 
village jail. Just 3s he \KU about lo thron him through thc mcdialion of [hcir own cspc- 
into the cell, the rabbi said, "See? You jun  rience. 
don't know." T o  become an effecti\.e gnostic intermedi- 

I want to suggest that the fust principle in ary, as 1 see it, requires four steps. The lirst is 
finding our strategic contribution is to ac- developing wisdom. Wisdom comes from re- 
knowledge that we don't know, that nobody flection on our experience: developing deep 
knows, that we're working in the dark and widom requires some son of  practice. I t  
that's the way it is. In the spiritual traditions. might include being in narure, periods of soli- 
You learn that the deepest' insights d o  not in- tude and prayer, meditation practice, journal 
volve a sense of knoxing. as I had thought; keeping. yoga-some son of discipline which 
they involve a sense of radical mystery. fosters reflection on one's experience and an 

Fundamentally. all we have is our own ex- opening, beyond one's defenses, to the deeper 
perience. our own intuition. We can trust our emotional-spiritual the ~ ~ d d h ~  
intuition, as long as we remember we could be to [he crooked, you must f i t  do a 
mong.  harder thing: you mun straighten yourself. 

HOW, then. do  we fmd the deepest contri- I n m u c h  as the problems that we are facing 
butions that we could makc? This is the Pan have psychological roots. our capacity to con- 
all us with. think Ihat lhere are tribute is a function of the amount o f  inner 
three steps. One is information gathering. work done. This is effectively a new world 
The second is letting in the reality of our glo- view, a new undemanding of self, of mind. 
bal situation, not just as an idea but as lived of  world. To the extent that one has culti- 
experience. The thud is looking at our unique vated widom, this vision sill be deeper, more 
situation and our possible contributions. The encompassing. more integrated, less confiic- 
second stcp, letting in the reality. the extent o f  tual, and more uplifting. We need this vision 
suffering in the world, being exposed to the bmuse .  as Gregory Bateson said. "The 
suffering, is transforming. The question is: world coma  to be as we imagine."' He sug- 
How do  we facilitate people letting go of thcu gated that it's not possible nor to communi- 
defensiveness? It is the opening to suffering cate one's vision and belief system, so you 
that allows the b i h  of compassion. might as well havea good one. 

The third step, then, in determining our We go into ourselves to work more effec- 
unique contribution, is looking at our situa- tively on the world, and go out into the world 
Lion and discovering what contributions w e  t o  work more effeaively on ourselves, until 
would like to make. There is a trap that a lot inner and outer are no longer Kcn as s p a -  
of us fall into o f  thinking that a real contribu- rate. This process is the one Arnold Toynbee 
tion has to entail suffering for us. But we are found as a common feature among all the 
in thk for the long term, and if it's not rein- people that he saw as making the greatest con- 
forcing we are going to bum out. tributions to human development throughout 

Clearly, we need all types of contributions. history: this cycle o f  withdrawal and return. 
Inasmuch as our criscs reflect psychological going into oneself to fmd a source of  widom, 
roots. we need to address these roots. We are then coming back out into the world to share 
really trying to become global therapists. If it. This, o f  course. is Joseph Campbell's 
that sounds like hubris, so be it. 1 do  nor hero's return. In Christianity. it is the fruit- 
think anything else is going to be effective. fulness of the soul. In Zen, it is entering the 
The unique feature of such therapists is that marketplace with helpbestowing hands. In 
they are trying to changc minds: to change the Plato. it is re-entering the cave. There are lots 
limiting, distorting beliefs and world view of of metaphors for this process. 
our culture and to subaitute a more accurate. The second step in becoming a gnostic in- 
skillful, awakening. cornpasionate thought termediary is detribalization, a stepping out 
system and vision. working. 1 would suggest, o f  the limiting and distorting belief systems of 
at a very deep, creative level. T o  do  this, o p  one's tribe, freeing ourselves from the largest 
timally, may require becoming what Carl cult of all: culture. This is the process by 
Jung spoke of as a "gnostic intermediary." which a person moves from a parochial to a 
Gnostic intermediaries are pcople who imbibe global world view, from "my country right or  
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u~ong"  to "our planet" and develops an [ions. They are going to be crucial for main- 
identilication with the larger group: our so- taining our planet. So  it is true: Uncle Sam 
ciety, our planet. our species. Such a person is does need you. Become a real G. I. Become a 
no longer looking through the dkiorting be- gnostic intermediary. Recent research on 
liefs of the culture and being blinded by them. service and altruism suggests that helping is 
but has stepped back, is able to look through reinforcing. There is what is called a "helper's 
them, and can work to transform than. high." It is intrinsically satisfying. We need to 
wrong" to "our planet" and develops an get that message out to our culture. Roben 
identilication with the larger group: our so- DeRopp, author of The Masler G m e ,  says. 
ciety. our planet. our species. Such a person is "Seek, above all, for a game wonh playing. 
no longer looking through the diaoning be- Play as if your life and sanity depend on it, 
liefs of the culture and being blinded by them, for they do."' Human survival and suaaina- 
but has stepped back, is able to look through bility are a game wonh playing. Clearly. we 
them, and can work to transform than. arc involved in trying to gcI people to play 

The third step is learning the language and this game, 'to realize it is a rewarding, rein- 
belief systems of the people that you want to forcing game. a game by which we can regain 
communicate wi~h. as well as acquiring an un- our sanity, our sunival, our suaainability, 
derstandig of their belief system and de- and our Self, our true Self. 
fenses so that )ou can, in the fourth step, Let me point to the fmal goal of karma yoga 
translale moa effectively so as t o  give them and service as d e r n i  by the world's s p k  
an "Aha!" experience. We help p a p k  - tud  traditions. Through the reduction of at- 
that, of course. it makes sense to get involved tachmcns, through awakening, through prac- 
in work in the neighborhood, o r  to r edue  tice. one wmes to know one's own true na- 
consumption. Hre are shifting undemanding ture. The different traditions put it into dimer- . . 
so that the paradigm that we are suggesting is ent words: In ChmUanity. it is that the king- 
no longer a them but a natural thing. dom of heaven is within you. ln Buddhism. it 

is clear that, if we need to dkntangle is "look within: thou an the buddha" ln Hin- 
and awaken ourselves in order to become d u b ,  it is the idea that Atman, individual 
more effective contributors, it would make consciousness, and Brahman. universal c o n s 5  
sen% to use our work in the world as a way of oumess, are one. Ir the Upanishads. we read 
cultivating our awarcncss and wakefulnm. In that. by understanding h e  W, all this uni- 
fact, there is such a tradition. In the East. it is verse is known. Siddha yoga sap that God 
called karma yo*. In the West, it is called dwells within you, as you. Mohammed tells us 
%nice learning. Karma yoga is the yoga of that he who knows himself. knows his Lord. 
work and senice in the world, of using one's And from Alben E i e i n :  
work in the world as a vehicle for both reliev- A hum ir pan of the whole, 
ing suffering and for awakening self and by, the univ-. a pan limited in time and 
others. Each and even' action. each and even smm. He cx~erienm himself. his thouahts 
~ ~ 

undertaking, is used as part of the awakening and fmlings, '~ something s&med iom 
process. here is the kicker: it is an in the r a t .  a kind of optical illusion of his mn- 

riouncss. This delusion ir a kind of prison 
which you work as skillfully and effectively as lor us, ing us to our pcrronal dcsira 
possible to relieve suffering and, simultane- ,d to affmion for a few pcMns nearat to 
ouslv. to release attachment to the outcome. us. Our task must be to f r x  ouruka  from 
 ha;'; the kicker that makes it a radicallv this prison by ~den ing  our circle of ampas- 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

transforming for sion to embrace all creatures and the whole 
of nature with its beauty.' 

one is radically shifting motivation. One is re- 
lwing  attachment, reducing addiction. So NOTES 
the aim is optimal service and awakening of 
self and others. It is an integrated. compre- 1. Coltman. fifd La. + T a f k  (Nm 

York: Simon & Schuss. 1989. hensive program that serves to relieve both , GRgory Mind md N-A N- 
symptom and cause, psyche and world, self unify ( r h  Y N ~ :  ~uuon.  1979). 
and other. 3. Robm S.  DcRopp. Ar dtmawn Cnmv (New Y a k :  

Ddl. 1968). Gnostic intermediaries hnr~e alu,nys been 4, Alhn Cinwcln aquMcJ ,. bcm. rheEw". 

important for maintaining spiritual tradi- mmoj /mi~hf (~mon:  Shambhala. IW. 
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